
Fire

Known as the warrior of the zodiac Aries
are full of fire and energy, that’s why this
healing warrior massage will help zen out
their spark! Crystals to align their 7
chakras enriched with palo santo infused
oil to clear out any bad vibes.
                                              80 mins| $199 

Aries
THE HEALING WARRIOR
MASSAGE

 Get Fresh Skin with this Lemon fresh face facial,
which includes a deep cleanse to remove
impurities, debris and oil. With extractions, we
will help to reduce congestion, unclog pores and
reduce pore blockages. 
                                                           80 mins| $199

Leo
THE SELFIE FACIAL

 Relax your body and awaken your senses with
this healing massage, helping to soothe your
muscles and uplift your mood Lavender facial
mask included.
                                                        50 mins| $139 

Sagittarius

This oxygen facial is perfect for our Libra’s!
Balancing out their skin while having them
feel like the royalty that they are! Oxygen
facials help with acne, hydration, anti-aging,
and more!      
                                                    80 mins| $199                                                     

Libra

Aquarius

Earth

All about luxury, comfort, and the finer things in
life. This hot stone massage will not only help
them feeling grounded but also feel the luxury of
self care!        
                                                   80 mins| $199                            

Taurus

Virgos are perfectionist and love cleanliness.
This Cleansing sacred sage body treatment will
give them that deep clean feeling that they
desire while also clearing their demanding mind.         
                                                     50 mins| $139                             

Virgo

They say the best investment is time spent on
yourself. That’s why we’ve created this facial
for our Caps who are all about seeing returns
on their investments. This facial will be well
worth their time!            
                                                   50 mins| $139                            

Capricorn

20% service fee will be added to all services

Air
Gemini

 

Sagittarius are about travel and spirituality. This
cacao ritual body treatment will have them
connected with themselves but also feeling like
they’ve escaped to a foreign destination.                    
                                                               50 mins| $139
                                                        

Scorpio

Scorpios are ruled by Pluto the planet of rebirth.
Known for always reinventing themselves, we created
this Himalayan salt scrub to help shed what no longer
serves them will helping them feel recharged and
renewed!             
                                                              50 mins| $139                    
Pisces

This hydrating luxe body treatment 
will have our water bearers feeling in their
element. Cooling coconut scrub to shed
what no longer serves them coconut cream
body butter to help rehydrate and realign
their soul! 
                                                 50 mins| $139    

Water is the element that rules pisces, this Algae
infused facial helps them shine well grounding them
to their true nature.     
                                                           50 mins| $139          

This massage combines the moon energy using moon
infused water and moonstone infused oil to help our
cancers feel relaxed connected to their ruling planet.          
                                                                80 mins| $199                 

Cancer

Water

To reserve your treatment contact: 305.534.5555

CACAO RITUAL BODY TREATEMENT

THE DIVINE DUALITY MASSAGE

AIRESS

HYDRO HIGHNESS

THE GROUNDING MASSAGE

SACRED SAGE BODY TREATMENT

SKINVESTMENT

THE MOON MASSAGE 

RECHARGED AND RENEWED

THE MYSTICAL MUSE The Stars Align 
INFRARED HEALING SESSION

Cleanse, Balance, and Align with our infrared sauna pod
session that includes sound healing, and
meditation.Ensuring relaxation and zen vibes,
                                                              45 mins| $109    


